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HL: This is Helen Lloyd recording the memories of Andrew Morton at Weston Beamor on the 

3rd March 2015. Tell me about your background. 

 

AM: I was born 22nd April 1963. I’m told I was one of the first babies to be born in what was 

then the new maternity hospital at the QE, which of course some fifty-two years later is now 

brand new once again. My father was James Albert Morton and my mother is Patricia Anne 

Morton. My father was an engineer, he was from London, the East End and met my mother 

just before the Second World War at Matthew Boulton, whilst training to be in the RAF. 

Quite romantically, Dad was then posted to Malaya, and he and Mom, having only met twice 

in person then courted by letter for the duration of the war and six months afterwards. When 

Dad was posted back to the Midlands, to just outside Worcestershire, which is where Mom 

was from, she was a Worcestershire lass and they re-met and subsequently got married. I am, 

interestingly, one of seven children, and the baby, and the other six are all girls, so I have six 

sisters, which always causes much amusement. I attended, in terms of schooling, I attended 

Wheelers Lane Junior school, which is in Kings Heath, which is where my parents moved to 

when I was four, and from there right the way through to the end of Juniors, I then when on 

to Kings Norton Grammar, which I would have been eleven, having passed my Eleven Plus. I 

left Kings Norton Grammar at the age of sixteen and went into various jobs for two or three 

years, until I came into the jewellery trade for the first time, to work for a gentleman called 

Christopher Dear, who had a business called Gallery. And this business was a good old-

fashioned jobbing jewellers, which to those who won’t understand jobbing jewellery, is 

repairing. So we would have from lots of little different shops around the UK, they would be 

where the public would go in and drop of a chain or a necklace to be repaired, that would 

then be sent to a company such as ours, in this case Gallery, we would then repair that, finish 

it, make a new one, whatever was required and that would then be sent back. My role there, 

in that business in those days, eighteen, those were a few hours a week. Chris finally offered 

me a full time position when I was twenty and that was in the office as general admin, so my 

role covered everything, from literally sweeping the floor, making the tea for the workshop 

and doing the assay runs, all sorts of stuff, fetching and carrying around the trade. 

 

HL: What was the Jewellery Quarter like in the early 1980s? 

 

AM: Well, I think it’s very different to as it is today, obviously there were many, many more 

people working in the Quarter in those days and as a rough guess of my own, I would think 
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probably between three to five thousand more jobs were in this local area. Not just in 

Jewellery, across the whole myriad of trades and industries, but also the local newspapers, the 

cafes, the pubs, all sorts of different occupations were going on. It was much more 

fragmented, in the sense that the large manufactures were probably not over, they were in the 

region of fifty to a hundred employees, but most people were two or three or even standalone 

workshops and where today people are in residence, with residential property, those would 

have been polishers or engravers or hand-machinist, the scratchers, the wire-drawers, every 

industry that you could find in the industry, every trade that was known to us. Part of my role 

in those days then, was to take our very small parcels, these would have been no more than a 

dozen or twenty pieces, down to the Assay Office, down on Newhall Street. Which for me as 

a youngster, eighteen, you’re always slightly in awe, because in those days the Assay Offices 

were very different, there was a lot more assaying, of course they were quite a established, as 

they still are, but it was a very establishment type of thing we were told about and they really 

were in control and if your product wasn't right, of course they wouldn’t assay it. So for 

somebody who then didn’t understand the trade, this was extremely awe inspiring and very 

serious business you had. So you knew you had to do what the Assay wanted, which of 

course we always did. And in those days, there was a gentleman, [00.05] that I can 

remember, who used to be on what they used to call the Trap, which has now been changed, 

this is the Counter, there was a gentleman called Roy Smith and he had some great staff and 

one in particular person that stands out was a lady called Maggie, who also worked on the 

Counter down there and they were a great friendly bunch. 

 

HL: How did the Jewellery Quarter change during the 1980s? 

 

AM: Gosh, that’s an interesting question. I think it, change never comes dramatically, though 

of course it was dramatic when you look back, when you’re in it, you possibly don’t realise. I 

was fortunate that the company I worked for, Gallery, we became larger and expanded and 

grew and grew and this has to be said now, in hindsight, of course, this was at the detriment 

of other companies. So in terms of companies within the industry, there were some of the old 

manufacturers which shrank and sadly went out of business. So that was, those were changes 

that you where, not involved in personally, but you were aware of, because as we became 

busier and took on more people quite often we were taking the employees of these other 

companies that were going out of the business, into our business. Because we were seen as 

the up and coming driving force within the trade and certainly the owner then, who has sadly 
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since died, Christopher Dear, was particularly instrumental in this happening as well for us. 

Physically round the trade, the trade hasn’t really changed, in terms of the streets and the 

buildings, they still today look the same as they did in the ’70s, as they did in the ‘80s and I 

think that’s part of the mystery of the trade that it has remained as it was. I think the 

difference is that those buildings are now used for alternative companies. You’ve got your 

modern IT companies, your telecom companies, we’ve got fashion houses and designers in 

the industry, as well as a lot of solicitors and the more legal side. So I think those have been 

the changes, not just the’80s, but through the ‘80s and the ‘90s and now into the noughties, so 

it’s changed in that perspective but physically the streets are still in the same location. 

There’s been no major building work to re-arrange all of that, so it still looks pretty much as I 

can remember. 

 

HL: Can you talk about the growth of Gallery? 

 

AM: Yes, the growth of Gallery was something that I think is a phenomena that happens 

every so often with different companies and why a particular, this particular company, I think 

it’s fair to say that the owner just had a spark that he saw that others didn’t. When I joined his 

business back in, about ’83 it was, full-time, we were eight people and Chris was not only 

doing jobbing then but there was a small amount of manufacturing, to which we would get 

our casting and did for many years after, from a company called Merrills, who I’m pleased to 

say are still in business down the road. And we were doing a small amount of manufacturing 

and we were dealing with customers called F. Hinds, who are still a family owned business 

and also another company called Terrys, and this was Terrys Jewellers and they had about 

twenty to thirty stores around the UK. Well interestingly, they were, I think the first company 

that Gerald Ratner bought out at the start of the Ratner phenomena that came and for a, and 

we all know Gerald Ratner and what happened there, and I think what happened was, that 

there was a retail outlet, i.e. Ratner who grew his empire and it consumed Samuels and Ernest 

Jones along the way and at that same time, we were around and Chris Dear had a complete 

eye for seeing what was new, ahead of many other, although other companies were surviving 

and doing very well, our particular company just seemed to be doing better than others. And I 

think it was really just the advent of the take-off of jewellery. A lot of people talk about a 

demise of Ratner and that statement about the prawn sandwich but actually, if you look 

before that, what happened, he, that company, that retailer put and made jewellery affordable 

for ladies every day of the week. Historically jewellery had been about having a wedding ring 
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or an engagement ring and maybe a brooch and these would be handed down, for very 

specific occasions, I think what happened back in the mid to late ‘80s when this all started to 

begin, jewellery became an everyday fashion accessory and that meant it had to be made 

differently and it was not, I guess it didn’t quite have, for the major high street, the same 

reverence that it possibly did previously. This isn’t to say there wasn't many good counter 

jewellers, ‘cause of course there were [00.10] but our business swapped from dealing with the 

small independent to really concentrating on the majors and that then just drove volume. And 

I can remember us going from, as I say, initially eight people, within twelve months we were 

twenty people and then we were thirty people and then we were fifty people and it just kept 

growing. And I think at its height we were in the region of about three hundred and fifty, four 

hundred people, in-house, with many, many outworkers around the industry as well. And by 

then, there were three, maybe four major manufacturers in the industry that were producing 

British made goods for the UK retailers. 

 

HL: So how did the actual jewellery change? 

 

AM: Yeah, well I need to be careful how I answer this because there are many perceptions of 

how the jewellery was. It did change, it has to be said, there’s no question that it changed, not 

intentionally, I don’t think, but obviously price and style became very, very important and 

things altered in terms of the price points that these retailers wanted to achieve. And of course 

you have to remember, it wasn't just the high street retailer that came into the industry, who 

are the likes of Argos and the mail order side, and in those days it was the likes of Gratton or 

Littlewoods and Index, and they all drove a strong commercial bargain. So you were in a very 

commercial environment, competing against your fellow manufacturers around here in 

Birmingham and down in London and yes, it did drive the change, in terms, product became 

lighter, diamonds necessarily weren't as the higher levels that they’d been in the past, people 

using different coloured semi-precious stones, sapphires maybe weren’t quite as blue, they 

were more black, so yeah, I think there were changes in that sense because you were just 

trying to supply a different marketplace. I think jewellery became much more disposable, 

which in some ways is a great shame. Where we were still trading with the independents, 

which of course we did, they had a different type of product and a different range, so we 

started to try and accommodate both sides of the fence and to a greater or lesser degree that, I 

think, when Gallery was Gallery worked extremely well. Some of the bigger changes came 

again when we were taken over by Abbeycrest, who were an importer of gold, plain gold, 
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jewellery, which is a different sphere an a different field again, that was typically much 

lighter, because its stamped and its engineered as opposed to the bridal jewellery and the 

precious jewellery that Gallery were making, which was a cast product and was effectively 

made in the old ways with the guys, and still today, we still make jewellery in that same way. 

The actual manufacturing processes have really not changed a great deal, what has changed is 

some of the equipment that we use and the chemicals that go into the alloys that we use in the 

material today. 

 

HL: Can you talk about your roles within the firm prior to the takeover by Abbeycrest? 

 

AM: Yeah, well we all had many roles, I suppose really my own personal role was around, 

just you worked harder and worked more. We weren’t, unlike today, it wasn't a modern 

thinking business, in fairness to it, we didn’t have management training and we didn’t 

understand necessarily the finer details of how to manage a team of people, you got on with 

it. Looking back, the louder you shouted the more responsibility you seemed to get, and there 

was a lot of shouting particularly from the owner, who we did nickname the Madman, with 

the greatest of respect to him, but he was a phenomena. So my role was just grew in terms of, 

initially I was doing the post, then I was put in charge of the workshops, then I was put in 

charge of the office as well and it was really a team effort. There was myself and two other 

particular people I remember, though there were many, Steve Jordan and Mark Smith and we 

were a trio that ran the offices and ran the workshops. Then throughout the workshops, gosh, 

by this time we were pretty much filled the sixth floor of the Peg and we’d got thirty or forty 

mounters, equally thirty or forty setters and we had people like Johnny Reynolds joined us, 

who subsequently is no longer in the industry and in fact some of the people who work for 

me today, were back there with me. And we just evolved, we just got asked to do another job 

and you did another job, you didn’t really think or even truly understand what it meant, you 

got on with the job, in those days and if the phone needed answering, then you answered the 

phone. Obviously we got more staff and there were many, many names that I could go 

through, in terms of who we worked with, but in terms of my own personal role, I guess, 

along with Steve and Mark, we three were Chris’s right hand men and we made things 

happen in the [00.15] business. But that could range from anything, still from making the tea 

right to dealing with major customers. And I can remember one particular day having to go 

down to H. Samuel and there was a certain gentleman by the name of Michael Allchin, who 

subsequently became the Assay Master, I think Michael followed Bernard Ward. Michael 
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was the buyer at Samuels and quite a scary figure, he cut. So as a young twenty-something to 

be sent down to talk to the buyer of then the largest jewellery retailer in the land, as to why 

something hadn’t gone right was quite an eye opener for me, but it’s a fond memory. And of 

course subsequently, as I say, Michael became Assay Master down at Newhall Street. 

 

HL: And what are your memories of the Assay Office during this period? 

 

AM: Well that changed from being, when I first started, you could walk down with a small 

parcel under your arm and happily pick up a couple of other bits and pick up a sandwich on 

route, to us having to do it in the car and we would have bags, I mean I’m a talking about 

thousands of pieces, that we would take in at one go, down to the Assay Office. And this 

wouldn’t happen just once a week, this was daily, if not twice daily, that we would take in, 

just tens of thousands of pieces of jewellery, down to be hallmarked, and as I say, this is 

really where I remember Roy and Maggie and the team down at the front Trap. And of 

course, we were privileged enough because the volumes were so high, we were allowed to go 

in through the back door.  And again, it was always still this, the Assay Office was still this 

revered building and of course we were still massively reliant on them because you can’t sell 

anything in the UK without this hallmark, which being a Birmingham born and bred person, I 

was always very proud of our Birmingham hallmark and still am, to the extent that we now, 

in modern day have our own Assay Office, in-house here, which we can probably touch on 

later in this conversation. But my memories there are of this great, gothic Victorian red brick 

building which, of course it still is, with these beautiful pieces of silver in there and it always, 

quite austere and quite inspiring to go down and attend that there, so yeah fond memories, 

very fond. 

 

HL: How did you feel about the need to have every single ring hallmarked? 

 

AM: That’s an interesting question. I think in my early days, I didn’t understand the value of 

the hallmark, I think it was just something we had to do and it was a legal necessity, so you 

got on with it. If you ask me that question, how do I feel now and in subsequent years in 

between, I think it’s hugely important. I think it’s something that we have had in this county 

for a long time now, many, many tens of years. And I think it is a mark of what it stands to 

make something in this country and it’s a guarantee, it’s a guarantee to the end consumer and 

I think it actually quite sad that I believe not many of the public see that reasoning for the 
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hallmark, until of course, you need to have something valued, or you want to sell something. 

So again the changes that came with it becoming the convention mark and we, the having to 

have the date stamp put in it, which became optional, I think was a slight dilution of it. But at 

no time was the Assay Office an issue, their service was good then, as its good now. They 

geared up for this phenomenal unit, quantities and everything that was being sent down there, 

as did our other supplier, I mean we had two or three great local casters, one of which is still, 

I’m pleased to say, a family business still going, as were the stone dealers, one again in 

particular we have a local diamond dealer who does a lot of work with us, so some thirty, 

forty years, there still here in the industry, which I think is fantastic.  

 

Just going back, just thinking of it, as I’m trying to dig back into the memories of twenty, 

thirty years ago, which I have to say, is proving quite difficult, you forget, but one of the 

things you look back now, you talk about, we have high speed security vans and armoured 

vehicles etc around the industry, which of course is much needed, in those days we didn’t, 

you went on your own, sometimes you’d take two of you, but it wasn't because, for security 

reasons, it was because there was so much to carry. And I can remember either going down to 

the Assay Office, or making deliveries down to Hunter’s Road and I would park on the top, 

our security was to park on the top of Vyse Street carpark, so you could be seen, but you still 

had to carry these hundreds of thousands of pounds worth of finished goods to your car, to 

load in your car, to then take down to H. Samuel, Hunters Road. Which, of course was highly 

secure, but the bit in between, if people had of known, I think we’d have been in real trouble, 

but we never thought about it, we just, not only me but also my colleagues at the time, we just 

got on and did it. And I think that’s what you did in those days, I think that’s the best way I 

can describe it, we just got on and did it, because we didn’t know better [00.20] and in some 

ways, I think actually, life was a bit easier, ‘cause you didn’t have to go through the hoops 

that we have to go through today.  

 

HL: Can you now talk about the takeover by Abbeycrest? 

 

AM: Yes, that was an interesting time. We were so engrossed in our jewellery business, our 

manufacturing business that, of course, Chris, the owner and his partner, Mike would have 

been aware, but a company called Abbeycrest came to see us, came to review their business 

and decided they wanted to buy it. And I think I’ve always likened it to, we were the street 

market traders and Abbeycrest were the shop owners, the store owners, it was a completely 
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different approach, they arrived in suits with ties and shirts, we wore jean and t-shirts. They 

spoke very pleasantly to you, whereas we shouted at one another. They understood that 

people had conditions that should be improved, whereas we just got on with life. They 

brought things called computers, we were lucky to even have a weighing machine, at one 

point. It was a complete chalk and cheese scenario and some of it was very good, and some of 

it probably not so good and I think the business went through quite a lot of change in the 

years that followed. And I have some good memories and there are also some not so, not so 

fond memories, but you tend to bury those. But it was a big difference, as I say, they were 

very professional, they brought in computerised system, which was interesting ‘cause for 

them it was very straight forward, but it actually, like all of these things, it’s not easy to turn a 

manual system and get a computer, ‘cause computers don’t think like people. 

 

HL: What training did you get? 

 

AM: Well obviously we hadn’t got computers and PCs and that sort of infrastructure and a 

mainframe, so we were all trained on how to use that for our own system. It was interesting 

as well because we had to help write or certainly talk to the IT team about what we needed to 

make the system work in a computerised manner, as opposed it just being a manual system 

that we had on brown seed packets. And we went from having standalone scales that we 

checked every so often to having scales that were linked to a PC screen that would do a 

barcode label, and of course that would have to follow round with the bag, so it was just a 

very different process. But again we learnt on the job, ‘cause at the same time as being taken 

over by Abbeycrest, the business didn’t stop and in the end they decided to move us from the 

sixth floor. Which to this day is a memory I have that was meticulously planned up until the 

point where Chris Dear decided he didn’t want to hang around anymore and we were then 

simply issued with a box and you were told to clear everything that was on your desk or your 

bench into your box, we brown taped it, masking taped it to the chair and then in a long snake 

we literally, from the sixth floor of the Peg into the building which is now got Tesco’s, I think 

it’s the Chamberlain Building, I think, we moved within three hours, a whole business 

including all of its stock, which I’m guessing its value at the time was millions of pounds. 

Nobody would have known and we trundled this all the way across the two crossings, 

through the front door and within four hours we’d got the guys on the benches, sat back down 

working, it was just phenomenal. We had an Operations Director at the time who, I think 

almost had a heart attack, because it was supposed to be planned, we were waiting for Group 
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4 to come and empty the safes and the vaults, and Chris just told us we had to get on with it 

and none of us dared disobey, so we just moved the business in this afternoon, it was 

incredible, I don’t think you could even entertain it today. 

 

HL: And what was your job after the takeover? 

 

AM: Well, I got my first official title, I think I became Production Manager, which was quite 

a scary thing, because I didn’t know what Production Managers did really, other than what 

we’d always done and by which time now it was deemed, as management, we should be in 

suits, which was an interesting thing to get used to having to put a tie on every day. And you, 

life was, it was a different kind of life, life was calmer and more planned and structured, but 

at the same time, it was still frenetic ‘cause there were two cultures that were trying to blend 

in and that, as anybody can imagine proved to be, interesting on different days, I have to say. 

But I enjoyed it, the role grew and that was the bit that I enjoyed. 

 

HL: What were the changes in the jewellery trade at this point? 

 

AM: Mmm, I think again that when you are in it, you’re not quite aware of the severity and 

the change but what had started to happen was the advance of product coming in from 

overseas and retailers were pushing more for a price conscious situation and it, I think, that 

was probably the biggest fundamental shift that we saw. And sadly the result in that was loss 

of jobs within the industry, for many businesses, ours included and I think that was the real 

change that you started to see, where something, an area and a trade that people had felt was 

going to be for life, started to alter and that wasn’t available anymore, so there was quite a 

shift. The other shift that happened, I think, from us as a business point of view, the then 

director and hierarchy of Abbeycrest and G & A, decided to bring in a new breed of manager. 

And these were people that had come from other industries and they brought very different 

methods into us, which was the right thing to do, ‘cause we needed to modernise and in some 

ways I think the trade still needs to embrace newness from outside, but certainly back in the 

late ‘80s and early ‘90s that was quite a shock, quite a shock to the culture that we’d had one 

way of working and this was another. So again, physically the trade wasn’t changing but 

companies were altering, in the sense, as I say, much more product was being brought in 

from overseas and price was becoming an ever greater issue. 
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Little error there, I’ve said the late ‘80s, early ‘90s, it’s not actually, it’s mid ‘90s onwards, up 

to the noughties, when this all came because, that’s when we’d got the G & A manufacturing 

set up. Trying to just do a timeline is quite interesting, of course, one of the big projects that I 

got involved in, just before I left G & A, was the identification of a site in Thailand, which 

subsequently they went and built a manufacturing factory on and unit. This was up in Chiang-

Mai and I was fortunate enough to be allowed to go to China and to Thailand to help with the 

research for this and I can remember standing, literally in a field that was full of grass and 

walking across this field, which is the true green field site, that then became the 

manufacturing operations for G & A manufacturing over in Thailand. And this must have 

been … 1999 to maybe the year 2000, somewhere in there, because I think it was 2001 that I 

left the business, I think roughly around that timeframe. 

 

HL: Talk about leaving the jewellery trade. 

 

AM: Yeah that was quite a decision to make. In fairness to the people at G & A, I had had 

opportunities, I’d obviously been made a board director, I’d also been given some external 

training by then to get, be able to write about what I had been doing and I had a very 

experienced Operations Director who advised me that I needed a piece of paper. So having 

fought against any formal training in my early years, I took his advice and went back to 

school, which proved to be very beneficial for me and I actually thoroughly enjoyed. Then, 

not because of that, but because life changes, I chose that it was time to go on further my 

career elsewhere. Partly because I think I’d reached the level I could reach within G and A 

and Abbeycrest, so I took that big step to come out of the trade altogether, I didn’t want to go 

to another company, so I left in the start of 2001 and I went to a company called Helix and 

that was a completely different product and that was lighting. And that was a real interesting 

move. 

 

HL: Talk about your time at Helix. 

 

AM: Yeah, as I say, that was an interesting step away. Helix were, again, a British, privately 

owned business, over in an area called Rushton, which is on the east of the M1. It was a 

business that made predominantly replacement lampshades and ceramic lamps for domestic 

use. And their customer base where the high street retailers, the major high street retailers, so 

we had B & Q, John Lewis etc. It was a small business when I joined, about eight million 
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pounds turnover, and then for the next seven years we had great fun, it was a very dynamic 

business. I actually found that some of the knowledge that I had from my days at G & A and 

the jewellery, particularly on the engineering side, that we’d, of course, we’d really 

transformed the manufacturing, here in Birmingham, I could take across and talk to the 

factories, ‘cause a lot of the product was engineered. So there were some similarities and it 

was [00.30] quite straight forward to take some of those skills that I guess are transferable. So 

I think I was living proof that you can come out of one industry and go into another, though it 

does take time to settle in, but the seven years were great fun and that ended in, I think it was 

2007. 

 

HL: And now tell me about returning to the jewellery trade. 

 

AM: Yeah, well that was quite interesting. I think, if I was honest, if you’d have asked me 

prior to my coming back, would I have chosen to come back into the industry, the honest 

answer is I’m not sure. But like all things you don’t know where life’s going to take you, so I 

found myself requiring a job and I saw this advert, so I applied and it turned out to be Weston 

Beamor. So I met with Vivian and Patrick Fuller, who are the owners of the business and 

went through the interview process and fortunately for me was offered the job of Managing 

Director for what was then Weston Beamor and Domino. So yes, I returned to the trade on 1st 

February 2008. 

 

HL: And can you tell me about Weston Beamor and Domino at that time? 

 

AM: Yeah well, again it was an interesting situation to come back into. They obviously are 

one of the oldest established manufactures still going in the industry, I think we’re seventy in 

a years’ time, or just, maybe two. Privately owned, as I say, Viv and Patrick very, very much 

involved. I got quite an easy brief, in one sense, in the way that they asked me to modernise it 

and bring it up into modern days thought processes and technologies. And of course to grow 

the business and to make it more profitable and to introduce all the things that my experience 

of the trade, I’d gained before, but with leaving the industry and going to do it within another 

business could then come back with, I guess an outsiders view, but one that understood the 

terminology. So for me, settling back in, of course, was a lot easier, in many senses because I 

understood what everybody was talking about. The one thing this trade does have is its own 

language and it is quite difficult to break into that and even today we’re still quite precious 
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about the jewellery trade and unless you’ve worked in it for many years, it does take quite a 

bit of time to be accepted, no matter what job role you do, so even as a returning MD, there 

were still some people who probably didn’t think I should be here. 

 

HL: What was the new technology? 

 

AM: Well of course for here, they’d recently had a new IT system, so that was still bedding 

in. I think the new technology was around the rapid prototyping expansion. Whilst they’d got 

it all, it was about just expanding the minds and the thought processes of how we were going 

to process this product and process the different machineries that we’d got now in our 

manufacturing unit here in Birmingham. So it was getting people’s minds to open up and to 

challenge the process and how they were working. I think that was the real thing here, wasn't 

necessarily that you could just bring in a new machine and make it work, it was about bring 

in new machines and new ideas, just new thoughts and starting to say why do you that way 

and why can’t we do this? And raising the bar, and we now have a saying here that, when we 

think we’ve got it right we have to go again, and going again means that you just keep raising 

your bar and improving and improving. It’s been a challenge, but I’m very lucky, I have an 

extremely competent team and we have a great set of workers here who care about what they 

make and how the business operates, so we are very fortunate. 

 

HL: After seven years away, what changes did you observe in the jewellery trade around 

you? 

 

AM: I think, it’s interesting, physical changes, very few, it was scary to be walking on the 

same pavements that I’d walked on seven or eight years earlier, and even more unnerving to 

think on I’d walked on them almost thirty years earlier. So that was quite an eye opener, I 

think the biggest thing that hit me was how much smaller the industry was and how much of 

the old buildings that I remember having craftsmen in, had become residential or had become 

offices for alternative types of industry and commerce. So I think that was my biggest 

immediate impact. And again coming back into a trade that, a lot of the tradition had been 

kept but unfortunately didn’t seem to be investing back in itself, which I think was a great 

shame and I think that was the one thing that struck me, that actually, like myself, I hate to 

say this, but everybody had got older. 
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HL: What dealings have you had with the Assay Office since 2008? 

 

AM: I think it changes, doesn’t it? As you mature and you come back in in a different 

position with different responsibilities, you look at things differently, so for me the Assay 

Office became a much greater [00.35] place of knowledge and of information. It’s quite 

frightening, if you look at the changes from my early days to the amount of units being 

assayed, the whole trade has shifted and for the Assay Offices, it is a great concern. Now 

Michael Allchin was the Assay Master, I was much more aware of the need to have them and 

their use, in terms of, as I say, an information site, but also they offer all these services, in 

terms of their testing and grading and their AnchorCert etc. So the Assay Office was a 

different beast for us. Yes we still needed the hallmarking but they had a much more, broader 

function for my business, and of course this had culminated for us in, I think it was 2011, 

where we were granted our own in-house Assay Office, which was a tremendous honour. We 

had to be interviewed by the Hallmarking Association and give big assurances that we would 

keep its integrity, which of course we would and why wouldn’t you? But it was a great, a 

great thing for us to have and I think there are only half a dozen Birmingham Assay Office, 

sub-offices in the industry, so for us to be one of those it was a great honour. And a very 

useful manufacturing tool, because of course, and security, just to touch on that, because it 

meant our product doesn’t have to leave the site to be hallmarked, and of course we took lead 

time, so lead time to any manufacturer is hugely important. Particularly since we are still 

competing with offshore manufacturing and here, predominantly at Weston Beamor and 

Domino, ninety-five percent of what we design is made here in Birmingham, so having a 

shortened lead time to get it to our retailers and our customers was extremely important. 

 

HL: As you say you deal mainly with products made in Birmingham, how do you relate to 

foreign competition? 

 

AM: Well you have to accept that foreign competition is there and there’s no point in hiding 

away from it, in my view, so you set your business up to embrace it. We use it where we need 

to but as I said earlier, we hundred percent design here in Birmingham for everything we 

make for Domino. Obviously the Weston Beamor side is designer-maker, so that is all made 

here in Birmingham. So as I say, you design your ranges to suit, we spent seven hard years 

making our manufacturing processes more efficient. We’ve looked at where we can take 

waste out, it’s a lot to do with the, it starts at the front end with design, but it’s all then about 
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your manufacturing capabilities and the whole supply chain. There’s no one thing in making 

jewellery and I think we get lost in, that we just think it’s the one narrow field of being on the 

bench or the designing of it, it isn’t, they all have to come together as a team and they all 

have to understand what is required, and we’ve worked hard here in Birmingham to make 

that team, one team. Whilst we’ve got many disciplines through the business, it’s no point me 

having great design, if I haven’t got a great accounts department, it’s no good having a good 

accounts department if the IT Systems keep falling over. For a business of our nature and our 

size, which is why having the in-house Assay Office was another real feather in our cap, in 

order to make our whole process streamlined and that’s how we compete and now we are 

beginning to see product that historically made offshore come back to the UK. I guess our 

biggest challenge now is to ensure we’ve got the skill base here in the business, but not just 

on the bench, also through those other disciplines. So the people that answer the phones, they 

have to have a high knowledge, the people that do the marketing, they have to have a high 

knowledge, the people who work in accounts have to understand what we’re doing. So it’s 

not just about making and designing, it’s the whole spectrum and that’s something we’re 

really good at promoting here, particularly because we do our own in-house training, our own 

management training. As I’ve said earlier, we are all getting a bit older and we need to make 

sure we’ve got young blood coming into the business and into the trade as a whole. To which 

I’m pleased to say these days, there are many people who are driving in apprenticeship 

schemes, the Holt Academy, the Birmingham … [seagulls in background] 

 

For anybody who was wondering about that sound in the background, that was some seagulls 

just going by. Yeah, I was talking about bringing product back and apprentices, it all links. I 

think if we want this industry to continue, which of course we do and it will do, then we as an 

industry have to look to the future and start to think about how we manufacture and we do 

need apprentice schemes, as I was saying, the Holt Academy, the Birmingham University, the 

BJA, there are many people now supporting this. And I also think we need the retailers to 

really look at the value of buying something that is made in the UK. I think British made, 

crafted and designed [00.40] here is hugely important. So we challenge ourselves, yes, as I've 

said, the majority of our product is made here in Birmingham and has increased over the last 

seven years, but every time we look at the styles that may typically be expected to be made 

offshore, we will try and cost and review as to whether the processes here are capable for 

returning that. It’s having a balance, we will never not have offshore manufacturing, but at 

the same time, I would like to think we will grow our workforce here in Birmingham, subject 
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to demand, and continue to push that through the apprentice scheme in-house and for those 

apprentices that are trained off, in other organisations as well. 

 

HL: Can you talk me through the whole supply chain in the twenty-first century? 

 

AM: With pleasure, although I think it would take quite a long time, so this is a potted 

version of the supply chain. It’s changed, it’s different and I think all businesses, not just in 

this trade, but we have to realise if we’re going to compete, service has to be at the top of our 

list. We also have to be ethical, we have to have corporate responsibility and we have assure 

our end consumer that the product they are taking is safe. And that’s something that we take 

on massively here, we see it as major, high priority to us, within the Creative Jewellery 

Group. We have a whole team of people that will do our ethical and our corporate 

responsibility. We’ve talked about trading offshore, we do trade offshore and as a group we 

ensure that those factories that we use and partners are, no child labour, no slave labour, we 

will go and visit them ourselves, personally two or three times a year. We are more than 

happy to sit in their canteens, eat their food, do the check down the payroll lists as well as 

going into, the banned substances, the NEBOSH and all of those other REACH directives and 

many other government enforced conditions that we have to put on. And I think that’s 

somewhere, were a company like our size, our thought process and I know there are others in 

the industry that are similar, stand out, because I think it’s important that we make sure our 

end consumer has the opportunity to choose a product that is manufactured with all of those 

things behind it. We’ve recently, I say recently, but within the last three years, to be fair we 

were one of the first who got involved in fair trade gold, which is an interesting situation that 

is developing and I think there will be a market place for people to have fair trade. But what a 

lot of people don’t realise is all the precious metals that we currently use are fully recycled, 

so I’m pleased to say, to the best of my knowledge, we don’t actually dig anything out of the 

ground, wherever possible. So we are very much into that and that’s hugely important to us, 

we have a whole recycling plan inside the factory, where we make sure that, right down to 

our shredding of the paper, it goes to the paper recycling side, we do our glass, we do our 

metal ware, obviously you are going to do your precious metal, that’s hugely important. So 

yeah, we’re in the throes of considering solar power to drive the machinery downstairs, that’s 

all been looked upon. I hope in the next five to ten years that we will become far more, I 

guess, eco-friendly in now we make jewellery, than we have in the past. But that’s just one 

section of it. The supply chain is about having credible suppliers, who you can trust, who also 
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have the same ethos and the same ethics as you. And then it’s about service and if you give a 

good service, you might not be the cheapest in the land, but I think people are prepared to pay 

for something that they know they have recourse on should there ever be any, but more 

importantly know is going to work when they get it. And I know that might sound strange 

for, what is essentially a fashion item, but I think it’s very important when the young lady and 

gentleman get engaged or get married, and let’s face it, we hope we ever have to do it once, 

that what they put on their finger, is what they think they’re putting on their finger and that it 

will last them a lifetime. That’s what we are all about, we are about selling a dream and 

dreams and romance have to have a lot of practical things behind it, but the reality of this 

industry, and the hallmark which goes on it, which of course signifies its quality, is about 

romance. 

 

HL: And now tell me about becoming a Guardian at the Assay Office. 

 

AM: Yeah, well that was real honour and that came about in the October of 2014. And I have 

to say, when I went through the entry of that and actually got down in to the Assay Office and 

was met by the new Assay Master, of course, Stella, Stella Layton and the Chairman, Kate, 

Kate Hartigan, for me it was very strange to think that some thirty years ago, I’d sat in that 

same room, at an Assay meeting with Bernard Ward stood up there [00.45] speaking, with me 

slightly in awe of everything that was going on, as a youngster in the trade. And then in years 

later to have Michael Allchin, particularly when I returned to the industry in 2008, to be stood 

there, so then to now become part of it and to be actively on the inside, is a great honour and 

I’m very excited by it. Also, I guess its closing the circle and, yeah, we’ll see where it leads 

to but it’s interesting and six months in, we’ll see, we’ll see where we go. We’re due to have 

a meeting soon, so it’ll be interesting to see where that leads to. 

 

HL: When you say actively involved, how active is a Guardian? 

 

AM: To be perfectly frank, I'm not sure at the moment. I guess Stella will call upon us as and 

when she needs. But I am proud to be a Guardian and I think in terms of that side and the 

maintenance and the maintaining of what the Assay stands for and this industry, I think that’s 

hugely important. So I’m hoping, I'm hoping to learn more, I guess, as a Guardian, I’ve never 

been one before, I’ve never really understood the inner workings of an Assay Office, that’s 

the bit I find most exciting and who knows where it will lead to. 
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HL: How do you feel about the move of the Assay Office to the new building? 

 

AM: Ah well, that’s a good question, ‘cause I have two feelings. It would have been lovely to 

have kept the façade and the frontage of the old one, I think, in terms of its heritage and 

history, it is enormous, with all the mystique of assaying and the wrought plate and 

everything it stands for. However, the practical side of me, and the manufacturing man and as 

an MD driving costs down in the business, they have to move, they have to be an efficient 

training centre, they have to be an efficient manufacturing area, the have to have an efficient 

processing area and why shouldn’t they? And I think the new building will be a state of the 

art, I think it will be another iconic building that will, because it’s the Assay Office, will gain 

its own aura. The designs that I’ve seen, I think are fantastic, I think the addition of the 

additional space for training that Stella’s put in, is a really sensible move. So no, take the 

romance away for the red brick and talk about practicalities, it is a practical, sensible and a 

good move for the Assay Office to be doing. 

 

 [End of Interview 00.47.23] 


